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Abstract- The system is a flourishing research area in the field 

of wireless communications. This paper presents the overall 

framework of the necessity as a safety monitor for Alzheimer’s 

patients. Alzheimer’s patient is a person having the difficulties 

about memory with the concepts of place & time. Global 

Positioning System (GPS) locator watches for patients are 

essentially RT-trackers that allow the family members or 

caregivers to have a complete access to whereabouts of person 

24hrs. The GPS technology is placed inside a cavity made from 

a polycarbonate material which is in the midsole of the shoe. 

GTX says, the normal duration of the shoe - one to three years. 

The design of the system gives Energy efficiency, robustness, 

and reliability. Patient is having a mobile sensor unit which 

includes a GPS chip and antennas. Mobile sends latitude, 

longitude, and a time stamp. A GTX tracking map gives the 

latitude and longitude information on a geographical 

information system (GIS). The developed system can be used to 

track a specific area of patients. The main advantage of the 

system is a multilingual system. This means that we store the 

wav file in any language and play it back. 

 

Index Terms- Alzheimer’s patients, GPS, GTX tracking map, 

UID, RT- trackers. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

s millions of baby boomers approach towards the age of 

65, the rates of Alzheimer’s sufferers are expected to 

continue to rise significantly in the coming decade. About 5.4 

million Americans are living with the disease that figure 

predicted to rise to as many as 16 million by 2050, according to 

the Alzheimer's Association. To make easier for caregivers and 

family members to keep track of those suffering dementia, 

Personal Location Services Company GTX Corp has partnered 

with comfort shoe manufacturer Aetrex to produce the GPS 

Shoe that allows real-time tracking of the wearer. [1] 

       GTX started out producing footwear for children with a 

miniaturized GPS chip and cellular device embedded in the sole 

that allowed parents to keep track of their offspring via an 

online portal and then started offering similar shoes aimed at 

long distance runners. The technology is also beneficial in 

keeping track of those suffering dementia to embed its GPS 

technology into comfort and wellness shoes for the elderly. 

       There are already a number of wearable GPS devices such 

as watches and bracelets designed to keep track of loved ones he 

or she will be young and old. Shoes are a perfect fit for the 

technology as it's something the person being track is unlikely 

to wander off without. It is more relax or the elderly than 

the GPS platform shoes we looked at a few years ago. 

       The GTX system uses low power two-way GPS tracking 

technology. It continually tracks the location and movement 

times spent by of the wearer and relays the information to a 

monitoring center through mobile networks. The wearer is 

pinpointed by logging into a secure internet portal or via smart 

phone applications. The system also allows caregivers to receive 

an alert message or alarm on their smart phone or computer. 

There is a direct link to Google maps plotting the wearer's 

location when the GPS shoe moves outside a preset area. [1] 

 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

       The system proposed the GPS based wireless Shoes with 

path guidance. For this first store the co-ordinates coming from 

the GPS and the name of the place in to the SD card via the 

matrix Keyboard. Also store the voice from the user which 

records the name and other information about the place which 

can guide the patient or the person wearing the shoes. After this 

as soon as the user wears the shoes, the µc continuously 

compares the latitude and the longitude co-ordinates coming 

from the GPS every second with the co-ordinates stored in the 

SD card memory. 

       If at any place the coordinates match then for that particular 

place the proposed system informs to user loaded information. 

The system shoes the name and other details of that place on the 

LCD and also can hear the info about the place from the 

earpiece. Also mobile sends these coordinates to the base unit 

via the GSM modem .The PC receives these coordinates via 

GSM and redirects these latitude and longitude coordinates to 

the visual basic software. The VB s/w then shows these co-

ordinates on the GOOGLE map so that the person can exactly 

locate the location of the user. 

       The wireless helmet is a very well-organized tool for path 

guidance and also for tracking the user wearing the helmet via 

GOOGLE maps. 

       The major factors considered in the system design are 

energy efficiency and reliability. The mobiles are battery 

powered and therefore need energy-efficient hardware and 

software. This can achieve by optimizing the data volume and 

signal processing to minimize energy consumption. One 

technique is to minimize the duty cycle (percentage of time the 

mobile node 

A 

http://www.gizmag.com/lok8u-multim8-gps-wristwatch/13951/
http://www.gizmag.com/ekahau-t301w-wifi-wrist-tag/13140/
http://www.gizmag.com/num8-gps-childrens-watch-and-child-locator/10678/
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http://www.gtxcorp.com/
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is on) using sleep/awake protocol. The fixed units, on the other 

hand, do not necessarily have strict restrictions on energy and 

processing power. For example, draw energy from the power 

supply of the street lighting system. Nevertheless, their 

communication range is limited in a similar way to the mobile 

units due to regulations on emission and coexistence issues with 

other wireless networks in the area. [2] 

  

RF ID based bank application 

       Here As soon as the Alzheimer patient goes to a bank then 

the Bank RFID receiver picks up the RFID tag and displays all 

the information to the Alzheimer patient required by his to do 

his normal banking transaction. 

       GSM based appointment scheduler: The Alzheimer patient 

will be reminded about his appointments and meetings via SMS. 

This SMS is sent by the home server based VB s/w. On PC we 

have VB s/w which will have all the details of the appointment 

and meeting of the Alzheimer patient. As soon as the present 

time matches with the set time in VB the VB s/w will send an 

SMS to the Alzheimer patient reminding him about his 

appointments and meetings 

THE VISUAL BASIC SOFTWARE FOR BANKING SOFTWARE 

 

 
 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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III. BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 

ARM LPC 2138: 

       The microcontroller (µc) unit receives these coordinates and 

compares it with the co-ordinates stored in serial memory. If both 

match, the corresponding advertisement is displayed on the LCD.  

The µc reads the coordinates received via GPS. The µc is 

interfaced to a µSD card (up to 2 GB). For this install the fat file 

system (16 bit) on the SD card. Then store all the word files in 

the SD card in *.wav format in a database. 

       As soon as the GPS co-ordinates are received the µc will 

compare the co-ordinates with the heading of all the wav files 

stored. For example if we store the wav file for co-ordinates 

“1234.5678 “ then the corresponding name of the sound file will 

be “12345678.wav”. So the µc will compare received co-

ordinates will search for the wav sound file having the name 

going and will play back the sound file. In this manner create the 

database of 4000-5000 wav files to create our own voice library. 

The main advantage of the system is a multilingual system. This 

means that we store the wav file in any language and play it 

back. The only thing is that the user has to enter the same name 

of the file. 

       The matrix kb is used to store the GPS coordinates as well as 

the name of place in the serial memory. The I2C bus based serial 

EEPROM is used to store these co-ordinates in memory. 

       Features of microcontroller :A 128-bit wide memory 

interface and unique accelerator architecture enable 32-bit code 

execution or implementation at maximum clock rate. The 

LPC2132/34/36/38 microcontrollers are based on a 16/32-bit 

ARM7TDMI-S CPU with real-time emulation and embedded 

trace support, that combine the microcontroller with 32KB, 

64KB, 128KB, 256KB and 512KB of embedded high-speed flash 

memory [8]. 

       Due to their tiny size and low power utilization, these 

microcontrollers are ideal for applications where miniaturization 

is a key requirement, such as access control and point-of-sale. 

With a wide range of serial communications interface and on-

chip SRAM options of 8KB, 16KB, 32KB, they are very well 

suited for communication gateways and protocol converters, soft 

modems, voice recognition and low-end imaging, providing both 

large buffer size and high processing power. Various 32-bit 

timers, single or dual 10-bit 8-channel ADC(s), 10-bit DAC, 

PWM channels are present. The 47 GPIO lines with up to nine 

edge or level sensitive external interrupt pins make these 

microcontrollers particularly suitable for industrial control and 

medical systems and also many more.[8] 

 

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY: 

       The received co-ordinates are shown on the graphical LCD. 

Also the name of place that matches with the database is 

displayed on LCD. 

       LCD is used in a project to visualize the output of the 

application. We have used 16x2 LCD which indicates 16 

columns and 2 rows. So, we can write 16 characters in each line. 

So, total 32 characters we can display on 16x2 LCD. 

       LCD can also used in a project to check the output of 

different modules interfaced with the microcontroller. Thus LCD 

plays a vital role in a project to see the output and to debug the 

system module wise in case of system failure in order to rectify 

the problem. 

 

Keypad MATRIX: 

       The keypad is in standard format of eight pin connector. The 

4x4 keypad has the layout like the table shown below. BK is 

backspace while entering the password. EN is enter and is used 

do enable/disable menu item or enable the system. 

       Keyboards are the most widely used input device of the 

8051, and the basic understanding of them is important. At the 

lowest level, keyboards are arranged in matrix form of rows and 

columns. The CPU accesses both rows and columns through 

ports: therefore, with two 8-bit ports, an 8 X 8 matrix of keys can 

be connected to microcontroller. When a key is pressed, a row 

and a column make a contact: otherwise, there is no connection 

between them.  
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IV. SCANNING AND IDENTIFYING THE KEY 

       The rows are connected to an output port and the columns 

are connected to an input port. If no key has been pressed, 

reading the input port will yield 1s for all columns since they are 

all connected to high (VCC). If all the rows are grounded and a 

key is pressed, one of the columns will have 0 since the key 

pressed provide a path to ground. It is function of the 

microcontroller to scan the keyboard constantly detect and 

identify the key pressed. 

       To detect pressed key, the microcontroller grounds all rows 

by providing 0 to the output latch, then it reads the column. If the 

data read from the columns D3 to D0 =1111, no key has been 

pressed and the process continues until a key press is detected. 

However, if one of the column bits has a 0, this means that a key 

press has occurred. For example If D3 to D0 = 1101, this means 

that a key in the D1 column has been pressed.  After a key press 

is detected, the microcontroller will go through a process of 

identifying the key, starting with the top row, the microcontroller 

grounds it by providing a low to D0 only: then it reads the 

columns. The data read is all 1s, no key in that row is activated 

and the process is moved to the next row. It grounds the next 

row, reads the columns, and checks for any 0. This process 

continues until row is identified. After the identification of the 

row in which the key has been pressed, the next task is to find 

out which column the pressed key belongs to.  

 

RS 232: 

       RS 232 IC is a driver IC to convert the µC TTL logic (0-5) 

to the RS 232 logic (+-9v). Many device today work on RS 232 

logic such as PC, GSM modem , GPS etc. so in order to be in 

touch with such devices we have to bring the logic levels to the 

232 logic (+/-9v). 

 

GSM MODEM: 

       GSM is a digital mobile telephony system. With the help of 

GSM module interfaced, we send short text messages to the 

required authorities as per the request. GSM module is provided 

by sim uses the mobile service provider and send message to the 

respective authorities as per programmed. This technology 

enables the system a wireless system with no specified range 

limits.   

       GSM uses a variation of time division multiple access 

(TDMA) and is the most widely used of the three 

digital wireless telephony technologies such as TDMA, GSM, 

and CDMA. GSM digitizes and compress data, then sends it 

down a channel with two other streams of user data, each in its 

own time slot. It operates at 900 MHz to 1800 MHz frequency 

band. 

 

GPS MODEM: 

       The GPS smart receiver features the 16 channels .Ultra low 

power GPS architecture. This complete enabled GPS receiver 

provides high position, velocity and time accuracy performance 

as well as high sensitivity and tracking capabilities. 

Benefits- 

1. Ultra low power utilization  

2. Easy and fast to install  

3. Superior urban canyon performance  

4. Low cost with high performance  

 

SD CARD: 

SD card is basically is used as a storage device which will 

required to store the required data. The system database can be 

used to store in SD card in the form of .wav file and can be 

accessed from that whenever it is required. SD card is interfaced 

with the system using a protocol called SPI protocol. 

 
[1] 

The GPS Shoes allow real-time tracking of the wearer [1] 
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V. CONCLUSION 

         Proposed implementation presents the overall framework of 

the necessity of positioning system as a safety monitor for 

Alzheimer’s patients. It is easy to find and guide the Alzheimer’s 

patient by sitting on one place. We can apply the system for the 

child also for safety and perfect guidance. The design provides 

an option (such as an alarm button on the mobile unit) for patient 

to request help in case of emergency. The location information is 

mapped onto a GIS system for ease of localization and efficiency 

in providing help. Our experiments show that the system is 

robust and trustworthy. In this view, location recognition is an 

application field, but the idea may be applied to other scenarios. 
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